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            Abstract
Climate change is shifting the phenological cycles of plants1, thereby altering the functioning of ecosystems, which in turn induces feedbacks to the climate system2. In northern (north of 30° N) ecosystems, warmer springs lead generally to an earlier onset of the growing season3,4 and increased ecosystem productivity early in the season5. In situ6 and regional7,8,9 studies also provide evidence for lagged effects of spring warmth on plant productivity during the subsequent summer and autumn. However, our current understanding of these lagged effects, including their direction (beneficial or adverse) and geographic distribution, is still very limited. Here we analyse satellite, field-based and modelled data for the period 1982–2011 and show that there are widespread and contrasting lagged productivity responses to spring warmth across northern ecosystems. On the basis of the observational data, we find that roughly 15 per cent of the total study area of about 41 million square kilometres exhibits adverse lagged effects and that roughly 5 per cent of the total study area exhibits beneficial lagged effects. By contrast, current-generation terrestrial carbon-cycle models predict much lower areal fractions of adverse lagged effects (ranging from 1 to 14 per cent) and much higher areal fractions of beneficial lagged effects (ranging from 9 to 54 per cent). We find that elevation and seasonal precipitation patterns largely dictate the geographic pattern and direction of the lagged effects. Inadequate consideration in current models of the effects of the seasonal build-up of water stress on seasonal vegetation growth may therefore be able to explain the differences that we found between our observation-constrained estimates and the model-constrained estimates of lagged effects associated with spring warming. Overall, our results suggest that for many northern ecosystems the benefits of warmer springs on growing-season ecosystem productivity are effectively compensated for by the accumulation of seasonal water deficits, despite the fact that northern ecosystems are thought to be largely temperature- and radiation-limited10.
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                    Fig. 1: Spatial pattern of concurrent and lagged productivity responses to spring warming based on satellite greenness observations.[image: ]


Fig. 2: Spatial pattern of lagged productivity responses based on satellite greenness observations and models.[image: ]


Fig. 3: Seasonal trajectories of regionally averaged LAI and evapotranspiration anomalies based on observation-constrained and modelling approaches for warm- and cold-spring years.[image: ]
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                Data availability

              
              The satellite NDVI3g data that support the findings of this study were downloaded from http://ecocast.arc.nasa.gov/data/pub/gimms/3g.v0/. The satellite LAI3g data are available from R. B. Myneni (rmyneni@bu.edu) on reasonable request. The LUE-FPAR3g GPP data can be requested from W.K.S. (wksmith@email.arizona.edu) and the FluxNetG GPP data from M. Jung (mjung@bgc-jena.mpg.de). The TRENDYv6 data are available from S.S. (s.a.sitch@exeter.ac.uk) on reasonable request.
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Extended data figures and tables

Extended Data Fig. 1 Comparison of lagged productivity responses based on satellite greenness observations and in situ estimates of carbon fluxes across selected FLUXNET sites.
a–c, Site-specific correlations between spring temperature (T) and spring (a), summer (b) or autumn (c) satellite NDVI (x axis) plotted over the corresponding site-specific correlations between spring temperature and spring (a), summer (b) or autumn (c) flux-tower GPP (y axis). In b and c, the relationships are based on partial correlations (pr) between spring temperature and subsequent summer (b) or autumn (c) NDVI or GPP, with covarying effects of summer temperature and precipitation (b) and autumn temperature and precipitation (c) removed. (Partial) correlations are shown for two estimates of GPP: GPP-N (based on night-time partitioning of net ecosystem exchange) and GPP-D (daytime partitioning). d, For this comparison, satellite NDVI time series at 8-km (native) spatial resolution have been extracted for the 16 FluxNet tower sites with at least 10-year data records. Forest types for the tower sites are: ENF, evergeen needleleaf forest; DBF, deciduous broadleaf forest; MF, mixed forest. e, Maps showing the approximate locations of the FLUXNET tower sites. FLUXNET data for this comparative analysis are from the FLUXNET2015 dataset (tier 1).


Extended Data Fig. 2 Random-forest analysis to explain the partial correlation pattern between annual spring temperature and summer satellite greenness on hemispheric and regional scales.
a, Ranked importance of a set of explanatory variables in a random-forest model for the whole northern ecosystem study region, encompassing all vegetated non-agricultural land north of 30° N (see Supplementary Information, section 2, for details on the explanatory variables used). The ranking is based on the highest increment in mean squared error (IncMSE) between the observed and random-forest-predicted correlation after permuting the relevant explanatory variable. b–f, Individual conditional expectation lines of the random-forest-predicted partial correlation (pr) between spring temperature (T) and summer NDVI for the five most important explanatory variables. Lines and shaded bands reflect the mean (regional-average response) and the 5%–95% percentile range (grid-cell-level responses to environmental predictors) for the northern (north of 30° N, non-managed) study region (red) and for the focus regions (Siberia, blue; western USA, green) (see Supplementary Information, section 2).


Extended Data Fig. 3 Spatial pattern of lagged productivity responses based on the individual carbon-cycle models included in TRENDYv6.
All patterns are based on monthly GPP over the period 1982–2011, using outputs from the ten TRENDYv6 models included in the analysis (see Methods). The maps summarize the direction of statistically significant (P < 0.05) correlation between annual spring temperature and spring, summer or autumn GPP. For details on classification scenarios and contour labels, see Fig. 2. Areas with no robust link between spring temperature and spring GPP (dark grey) and areas that are cultivated or managed (light grey) are also shown.


Extended Data Fig. 4 Spatial pattern of lagged productivity and vegetation growth responses estimated through satellite-based and modelling approaches.
a–f, Summary of the direction of robust (P < 0.05) correlations between annual spring temperature and spring, summer or autumn satellite NDVI (a), satellite LAI (b), satellite upscaled GPP (FluxNetG; c), satellite-data-driven LUE-modelled GPP (LUE-FPAR3g; d), and multi-model mean GPP (e) and LAI (f) based on the ten TRENDYv6 models. For details on scenario classifications and contour labels see Fig. 2. Arrows (arrows with strikethroughs) linking panels highlight qualitative agreement (disagreement) between the lagged responses of productivity and vegetation growth based on the various approaches.


Extended Data Fig. 5 Changes in regional climate, satellite greenness and plant carbon fluxes from observation-constrained and modelling approaches for warm- and cold-spring years.
a–f, Monthly anomalies in regionally averaged maximum composited climate (a, d), NDVI (b, e) and GPP (c, f) for warm- and cold-spring years, for the focus regions (a–c, western USA; d–f, Siberia). The anomalies are relative to the mean of the study period (1982–2011) and are based on maximum composites of monthly means of the seven warmest- and coldest-spring years within the study period. The observation-constrained GPP anomalies (c, f) stem from FluxNetG, which combined GPP estimates from flux towers with climate and satellite greenness in a machine-learning framework (see Methods). The boundaries between the climatological seasons are indicated by vertical grey dashed lines. Uncertainty bounds (shaded areas) reflect the spread in the respective monthly anomalies within the compositing period (±1 s.d., n = 7). On the basis of these anomalies, we estimate, for a warm-spring year (relative to mean conditions) in Siberia (area, 2.5 × 106 km2), annual GPP increases of 0.4 Pg C and 1.7 Pg C for FluxNetG and the TRENDYv6 ensemble, respectively, which corresponds to higher plant carbon uptake in the TRENDYv6 ensemble by a factor of roughly four (f). This is, to a large extent (about 64%), because of the overestimation of positive lagged effects in the TRENDYv6 models, but another important factor (36%) is the higher sensitivity of concurrent carbon uptake to spring warming in the TRENDYv6 models (compared to FluxNetG).


Extended Data Table 1 Comparison of how specific processes relevant to this study are represented in the TRENDYv6 carbon-cycle modelsFull size table
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